
Take a Holistic Approach to the 
Software-Defined Data Center 
to More Effectively Meet Your 
Business Goals
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Endpoint Protection
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Deployment & Integration
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ToolChains
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How to Select the Right SDDC Solutions
ConRes has developed an SDDC Framework, as an 
approach to creating holistic technology, process, 
automation and orchestration solutions for our 
customers. Use this Framework to discover, design, 
validate and implement your SDDC ecosystem. By 
leveraging the Framework, we ensure every element of 
your infrastructure and services contributes to meeting 
the demands of your business.

The Promises of the 
Software-Defined Data 
Center (SDDC)

• Increased security 

• Greater IT agility

• Optimized utilization of resources

• Unified, single-pane-of-glass 
visibility and control

• Hyperscale data center growth

• Active/dynamic delivery of 
resources and services

• Seamless interoperability of  
cloud environments (public,  
private and hybrid)

Start Your SDDC Transformation with ConRes Today
Connect with your ConRes representative today to learn how our SDDC Framework can 

support the business goals of your enterprise.

Conres.com | sddc@conres.com | Phone: 800-937-4688

How Your IT Infrastructure Components Work Together...

• Cloud management systems impact the 
security paradigm

• Application performance management affects 
DevOps deployment and integration needs

• Networking and security are the glue bringing all 
elements together

mailto:sddc@conres.com


Why ConRes?

Test, Configure and Validate Your SDDC Solutions Without 
Taxing Your Staff
We use our 48,000+ square foot Integration and Configuration facility to prove 
your IT infrastructure concepts, stage and configure data center environments 
and validate setups — without exposing your own IT environments or taxing your 
in-house resources. The Integration and Configuration Facility provides labs and 
configuration areas, warehouse space for inventory management, and manpower 
to meet your IT infrastructure configuration and integration requirements.

Get the Financing You Need
50+ years of solid financial performance allows us to provide more flexible 
financing options to customers. We also offer consumption-based billing.

Start Your SDDC Transformation with ConRes Today
Connect with your ConRes representative today to learn how our SDDC Framework can 

support the business goals of your enterprise.

Conres.com | sddc@conres.com | Phone: 800-937-4688

Best-in-Class Experience
We are exceptionally knowledgeable — our engineering staff collectively hold more 
than 500 technology certifications in the following solution areas: Data Center, 
Digital Infrastructure, Security and Cloud.

Industry-Leading Support
As a Hybrid IT℠ Solution Provider, we’re uniquely positioned as an expert across a 
breadth of solutions. Our portfolio rivals those of most large distributors, yet you 
will get the service and support of a dedicated local provider.

Get the Resources You Need to be Self-Sufficient
Our goal is to educate your teams on new technology and make you self-sufficient. 
If you don’t have the resources, we’ll provide them!

Certified Women-Owned Business
We are certified by the National Women’s Business Enterprise National Council 
(WBENC) as a business that is woman-owned, operated and controlled.
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